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About This Game

A virtual reality hunting game. Choose between shooting flying ducks in random patterns, hunting a deer or a boar in the open.
Every score point you'll get the animals become harder to hit. It's a bit of a relaxing "outdoors" game with low poly graphics.
Wildlife VR is perfect for first-time-vr-experience since it's not hard to jump straight into. Choose between three different

weapons; Revolver, Shotgun or Sniper-rifle.
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Do not buy this game! At least in its current state. Its so fuzzy that it makes the game basically unplayable. Nothing is scaled
right, the ducks are like 4 feet big and the deer are like 2 feet big. I literal have to let the game run for 5 minutes just so I can
make this review because I can't get through 5 minutes of playing this game. I will keep only because it was $3 but I suggest you
keep your $3 and buy some soda or a piece of candy.. Tried out my first refund, worked great!

This game is in early early alpha
has 2 guns
you can shoot at either a duck or a deer
you can't shoot because the aim system is non excistent.

1\/10 do not buy.. A very basic shooting game, a limited selection of guns and you shoot 1 of 3 wildlife at a time as they run
around on a pre-scripted route. Scoring is very basic, 1 point per kill and it doesn't track accuracy or have any goals. There is a
Can shooting mini game, but again no real scoring or accuracy recorded. Just shoot some cans until you get bored.
Needs a lot more added to it until it becomes a game or something at least enjoyable to spend some time in it.. I liked it. It was
hard to aim at first but not a hard lerning curve. It just released and I can't wait for some updates (maybe more guns, scope sight,
dual-wielding revolvers(or shotguns), more animals, maybe a calmer mode where you really have to sit and listen and wait and
such). We need more VR hunting games and this is a good start. Keep up the good work.. I am not much for writing reviews on
games, but the developers just launchend a huge update adding more content and fixing bugs that people were having trouble
with before. They have listen'd to the feedback they got on reddit and here on steam. Not every first game launches can be a big
success.

There is not alot of content in this game, hence the price. I have played just over an hour and had my fair bit of fun, for that
small price I would say it's worth it.

There is a bit of a learning curve to get the bullets flying where you want them to go, but after a while of playing you'll get the
hang of it, making the whole experience quite fun.

Final word: The game is not expensive and totally worth the price, atleast in the state it's in now! :)
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